more productive ones (Ricker, 1958) . Identification of the contributing units and estimation of their relative proportions is thus a prerequisite to assess the effects of high sea fisheries on homewater stocks. Though a wide variety of techniques has been examined , scale characterization based on counting or measurement of growth rings is most frequently used (Bilton and hlessinger, 1975; Lear and hlisra, 1978; Reddin and hlisra, 1985) . Nevertheless, it presents some disadvantages and limitations. It may be sensitive to the scale reader's interpretation (Bilton et al., 1983) and though it was shown to be rather effective in continental classification (Lear and Sandeman, 1980; Reddin and Burfitt, 1983; Reddin and Short, 1986) , the discrete nature and narrow range of data used may be insufficient for differentiating between spccific stocks (Shearer, 1983; Sych, 1983) . Jarvis et al. (1978) recently proposcd a new approach based on scale information. To discriminate betwcen stocks of walleyes (Stizostcdion citreum citreum hlitchill), they quantified the planar shape of scales by unrolling the digitized scale outlines and describing the resultant functions by Fourier series. Different investigations have since been conducted using this technique on Lake white fish (Coregonus clupeaformis L.), and walleyes (Riley and Carline, 1982) . A preliminary test on Atlantic salmon stocks (Pontual et al., 1983) suggested that the technique should be improved to obtain more reliable results. Actually, the Jarvis' approach is limited. It is semi-automatic since hand digitization of the outline is required. The Fourier analysis algorithm used may encounter some difficultics limiting its use to simple forms. Finally, shape features such as shape factors and moment invariants commonly used to quantify shape occurring in biology were left out. Thus, the shape analysis system used in the present work was designed to overcome these limitations.
Data collection
Since they are homing fish, individuals returning to their native river can be used for stock identification purposes. The samples thus consisted of scales frorn two sea-winter salmon collected in homewaters in 1982 from Etne River, Norway (32 specimens) and Elorn River, France (30 specimens). In order to control the within fish variability in scale shape, 3 scales per fish were selected (eroded and regenerated scales were systematically discarded). Samples were taken form the standard area, namely: "on the left hand side of the first 3-6 rows above the lateral line and on a line extending from the anterior edge of the anal fin to the posterior edge of the dorsal fin" (Anon., 1984) . Scales were mounted between two slides after cleaning with sodium peroxyde.
Image analpsis spstem description Figure 1 shows a diagram of the image analysis microsystem used for this study. It consists of the following hardware:
-a macrophotographic stand with transmitted illumination; -a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera providing either a TV signal or a digital signal whose spatial resolution is 208 horizontal pixels (picture elements) x 144 vertical pixels and the brightness resolution is 63 gray levels; -two TV monitors for input and output images.
1985). Figure 2 shows a diagram of the proccdurcs used to process digitized images of scales so as to quantify shapes and tcst the potential uscfulness of shape descriptors to discriminate between stocks. This sequence consists of the following stages:
-image proccssing; -shape quantification or feature extraction; -statistical analysis.
Image processing
The first step (digitiz~tion) is the conversion of a continuous picture into a discrete form that may be manipulated by computer. This process consists of spatial sampling (a digital image is here represented with a discrete grid of 208 horizontal by 144 vertical elements) and quantization corresponding to the mapping of brightness into integers called gray levels (61 in this study). illumination characteristics are chosen so that a digital image of scale typically consists of two phases: a dark silhouette on a light background.
The next step (segmentation) is the selection of a threshold value allowing to subdivide the image into two significant regions, scale and background. In this procedure the brightness value of each pixel is compared to a threshold level and the pixel is assigned to one of the two regions depending on wether the threshold value is exceeded or not. This results in a bilevel picture in which the scale apears Iike a black silhouette on a white background. In most cases, automatic threshold selection is a nontrivial problem. Indeed, when an image consists of two discernible regions, a threshold level can be chosen from the histogram of the distribution of gray levels that typically presents a bimodal pattern. Concerning salmon scale pictures, the postcrior part of the scale may have intermediate gray levels creating an additionna1 peak in the histogram. This leads to some difficulties for automatic thresholding which were solvcd by adaptating the technique proposed by Rosenfeld and de la Torre (1983) to trimodal image histogram (Pontual, 1986) .
The contour of the scale can casily be extractcd from the bilevel picture obtained after the thrcshold selection procedure. A convcnient algorithm of contour tracing is givcn in Pavlidis (1982) . Outlines are represented by chain codes (Frecman, 1961; 1974) in which two successive points are joined by a vector to which is assigned one symbol corresponding to one out of eight possible directions. Final coded contours are finally stored in memory and later uscd for shape feature extraction.
Rature extraction
From the coded contours of scalcs, three types of shape descriptors are computed that are commonly used to describe and compare shape quantitatively, particularly those occuring in biology. Al1 of them are independent of the size (property of similitude), translation and/or the rotation of the scale in the field of the image and translation of the starting point of the trace of the contour. Indeed, these properties are requircd when cornparisons have to be done.
Shape factors
The perimeter, arca, maximum length and maximum width of an object can be easily extracted from a coded contour (Freeman, 1974) . These geometric parameters are used to compute dimentionless ratios or shape factors such as the following ones used in this study: -F1= Perimeter/square root of the area; F2 = Pcrimeterflength; F3 = Perimeter/width; F4 =Square root of the areaflength; F5 = Square root of the areajwidth; F6 = Widthflength; F7 = Arealareri of the minimum circumscribed rectangle.
These shape factors commonly used for pattern recognition (sec for example Jeffries et al., 1984) measure gross shape propertics such as elongation, compactness and so on and may be sufficient to differentiate between quite different forms. However some of them are not robust since they may yield similar numcrical values for quite different form (Young et al., 1974) . hloreovcr, some of their propertics are susceptible to be altered when measured on digitized objcct (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1976) .
hloment inrariants
Let us define a bilevel image of scale by a function f (x, y) such as: where x, y are the spatial coordinates of a pixel P and A corrcsponds to the digitized scale. ï h e function f (x, y) which describes this scale can be uniquely determined by the infinit set of two dimensional centered moments hlp, of order @ + q ) and conversely the set hl is uniquely dctcrmincd by f (x, y). The momcnts KIpq given by cquation 1 can thercfore be uscd as shape features (Hu, 1962) .
where 2 and ). are the coordinates of the e n t e r of gravity of the scale.
As a rcsult of the definition of the function fl the moment hl,, obviously measures the area of the digitized scale, since in the discrete form h l , , =~~ f (x, y)AxAy, with Ax=Ay=l. hlore-
over from cquation 1, the dimension of moment hl,, appears to be LP+4+2, L bcing a length. L can be characterized by hl00 and therefore, the corresponding nondimensional moments Np, are computed by dividing hl,, by hl;, with y = 1 +(p+q)/2. Hu (1962) showed that 6 moment invariants for spatial orientation can be directly computed from the moments Np, of order 2 and 3. They are the following:
These moment invariants p, therefore satisfy the properties of independence of orientation and size and have been used in a numbcr of studies dealing with biological shapcs (Butler, 1963; Berman et al., 1984; Jeffries et al., 1983) .
These functions may be considered as similar to the moments of ü statistical distribution. According to Hu (1962) the first two functions may be interpreted as "spread" and "slenderness", but, in general, their physicril meaning is not easy to evaluate. The pi usually have a very large dynamic range including both negative and positive signs. Consequently, Hsia (1981) suggested using the logarithm of their absolute values. Therefore, the six invariants hl, used are given by:
Elliptic Fourier coefficients A planar shape can be described to whatever degree of precision is required using the dccomposition of its outline by way of Fourier series or harmonic analysis. In this approach, the empiric contour is partitioned in a series of components called harmonics whose coefficients may be used as shape descriptors. The gross shape is determined by harmonics of low frequency and the addition of successively higher order harmonics increases the accuracy of shape description. Different methods of Fourier analysis of a closed contour have been proposed depending mainly on the functions used to describe the contour being processed: polar coordinates (Younker and Erlich, 1977; Jarvis et al., 1978) , cumulative change of a vector tangent to the outline (Zahn and Roskie, 1972) , Dual Axis Fourier Shape Analysis (DAFSA) where equally spaced points of the contour are represented by complex numbers (hloellering and Rayner, 1983) . Another mcthod has bcen proposed by Kuhl and Giardina (1982) which uses a dircct procedure to obtain Fourier coefficients from coded contours of simple or concave forms and permits completc regeneration. Elegant procedures of normalization relative to orientation and size can be done, based on the intrinsic shape properties. This technique has been comparcd to others by Kohlf and Archie (1983) to describe the shape of mosquitoe wings and appeared to be the most appropriate and powerful. Thus, it was adopted here with some slight modifications. A short description of the arithmetic process is proposed bclow. Full details are given in Kuhl and Giardina (1982) and Pontual(1986) .
A closed coded contour can be represented using two series x (t), y(t) corresponding to the projections of the contour on the x-axis and y-axis respectively while it is being traced as a function of the arc length (t) measured from an arbitrary starting point. Fourier series approximation of the x-projection is given by:
with:
where N is the number of harmonics used to approximate x(t), k the number of links in the chain code, t, the arc length of the first p links, T = t, the basic period of the chain (equivalent to the perimeter) and Ax, the change in the x-coordinate as the link p is traversed. The approximation of the y-projection profile and the corresponding coefficients c, and cl, are found in the same way using the incremental change in the y-direction. The pair (A,, Co) where Co corresponds to A, for the y-projection denotes the location of the gcometric ccnter of the objcct (see Kuhl and Giardina, 1982 for equations giving A, and Co); Giardina and Kuhl (1977) showed that the points whosc coordinates are (X,, Y,) describe an ellipse as t varies. As a consequence, a closed contour can be expressed as a summation of N ellipses, N being the number of harmonics needed to approximate the empiric contour to the desirable degree of accuracy. On thc basis of this property, Ruhl and Giardina (1982) proposed normalization procedurcs yielding invariant coefficients useful to compare shapes. It is obvious that coefficients a,, b,, c, and dn vary according to the starting point of the trace of the contour, the spatial orientation and the size of the object being processed. For the n-th ellipse the corrected cocfficicnts are givcn by: cl cos0, +dl sin 0, (5) @, =arc tan a, cos8, +bl sin0, Instead of using those corrccted coefficients as featurcs for pattern recognition, we computed the geometric parameters of the corresponding ellipses. Each set a,, b,, c,, d, characterizcs the n-th ellipse which can also be described by the amplitudes of 3 s semimajor and semi-minor axes, respectively A, and i l , , the orientation 0, of its major axis with respect to the major axis A, of the first ellipse and a phasor O, . Invariance for similitude is obtained by dividing A, and B, by the amplitude A, of the first semi-major axis. Finally (4 N -3) normalized parameters are avalaible to dcscribe a contour approximatcd with N harmonics. Twenty harmonics were extractcd here sincc, as shown further, this number is sufficient to describe very accurately the shape of salmon scales. The clliptic Fourier cocfficicnts utilizable as shape featurcs were the following:
IIencc, the parameters A,/A, and U,/A, will be called A, and L), respectivcly.
This approach quite similar to that proposcd by Tai et al. (1982) is attractive sincc it allows to sclcctsomc indcpcndcnt parameters having a physical significance.
Stalistical treatrnent
After extraction of the featurcs, the data matrix consisted of 186 scale shapes each described by 7 shape factors, 6 moment invariants and twcnty harmonics (77 coefficients). To take into account the within fish variability in scale shape (Pontual, 1986) , the statistical analysis uscd the mean vector of the three vectors (cach corresponding to one scale) of fcatures available pcr fish and therefore the data matrix was reduccd to 62 "mean scalcs" describcd by 90 variables.
Our aim was to determine whcthcr numerical analysis of scale morphology might be helpful and informativc to distinguish bctwcen salmon stocks. Such an evaluation is gcncrally made using discriminant analysis. Bascd on the assumptions of multivariate normal distribution and homoscedasticity, the Iinear approach is the most commonly used and was adoptcd here. The first stcp of the analysis consists in sclccting the subsct of variables which bcst fits the observed data. This proccdure avoids taking into account redundant information and using a number of variables which excccds thc maximum numbcr (dcpcnding on the sample six) allowed to gct a significant separability. A two group linear discriminant analysis is in fact a particular case of multiregression (Lebart et al., 1982) and the sclcction can thus be done using a stepwise multiregression proccdurc. The best subsct of variables is then used to compute the discriminant function whose objective is herc to be prcdictive sincc it may uscd to allocatc individuals whose origin is not known. The sizc of the avalaible samples was too small to split data into two sets, one as a base (callcd training sct) to construct the discriminant function, the other as a test sample to evaluate its powcrfulness. We thus uscd the bootstrap classification method developed by Efron (1982) which allows to estimate and thus to remove the bias 'inhcrcnt in calculating cstimate of the misclassificalion rate on the data sct used to determine thc classification function. Notice that this approach, particularly uscful whcn no test samplcs arc avalaible, is proposcd in the two group lincar discriminant analysis program of SPAD software package (Lebart et al., 1955) . In the pcrformcd analyscs, 200 bootstrap samples were taken from cach original data set (a bootstrap sample consistcd of a sample of n clcments randomly chosen, but with replacement in the original sample of size n). Four analyscs were conducted so as to evaluate the powcrfulncss of each type of shapc dcscriptors. Thrcc more analyses were used to detcrmine whether shape descriptors taken al1 together do or do not incrcase the performance of discrimination. Thc fcaturcs introduccd in each sclcction proccdure and the corresponding selected subsets are listed in tuble 1. The stcpwise multi-rcgression software uscd here did not allow to introduce more than about 30 features (such an opcration is indeed rathcr time consuming). This created difficulties in optimizing the One advantage of shape description by means of Fourier scrics is that of feasiblc rcgeneration which allows to evaluate the quality of the approximation. figure 3 shows the results of such an operation. Five t o eight harmonics are sufficicnt to reconstruct the empiric contour with a good precision. Addition of higher ordcr componcnts permits to include more local information such as protuberanccs. Twenty harmonies generate a smooth version of the original contour and addition of higher frequencies might be considered as addition of noise partly attributable to the digitizntion procedure. Figure 4 shows a rcpresentation of the rclativc contributions of the succcssive harmonics which rapidly decrease with increasing frequencics. This is not surprising since it means that the proccsscd signal prescrits simple characteristics. This is indecd the case with salmon scalcs whosc shapes are not particularly complex.
Results of thc different discriminant analyses are summarizcd in table 1. Performance may bc evaluatcd and compared using the so-called rc-substitution mcthod (training set columns) which has bcen prcviously rcportcd to bc biased giving in most cases undcrcstimations of misclassification rates. Thcrcfore, it is more suitable to examine the corresponding bootstrap estimates. Thcir associatcd standard deviations indicate thcir dcgrec of precision which increascs with decrcasing values. Thcy may be used to calculate confidence intcrvals. Thus, the most powerful subscts are thosc which yicld a high value of the estimatcd pcrcentage of individuals corrcctly classified, associatcd with low standard deviations. The rcsults of trials 1 to 4 suggcst that the most discriminating fcatures arc shapc factors (trial 1) and amplitudes of the first tcn harmonics (trial 3). hïoment invariants and Fourier parameters 0, and Q,, do not appear as vcry informativc for stock identification. NevcrthcIcss, the bcst rcsults are obtained by sclccting data among the three available types of features, i. e. shape factors, moment invariants and amplitudes of the first cight harmonics (trial 5 to 7 whcrc cstimatcd rates of correct classification arc higher than 99%). This fact is clearly shown by comparing the individual group mcmbership probabilities for trials 1 (shape factor only) and 6 (thrcc types of features) (table 2). One can see that some scalcs (Elorn river 10 and 27 for cxample), arc correctly classified in both analysis but with a very less significant probability in trial 1 whcrc featurcs wcre sclcctcd only among shape factors. Conscqucntly, even if the discriminant scorcs d o not appear significantly different (thcy are both very high), the sclcctcd subset 6 has to be considercd as the most powerful. Converscly, there are no significant differences between trials 5, 6 and 7 and trial 5 would havc bccn chosen to perform prcdictive analysis since the discrimant function that minimizes the misclassification ratc with the fcwcst number of fcaturcs is considered as the most succcssful one.
DISCUSSION
A prcvious papcr using Fourier coefficients that wcrc not invariant for similitude, i. e. size-dcpcndent, showed variations due to age and origin (Pontual et al., 1983) . h r c shape dcscriptors havc been found to bc as much or even more informative than the corrcsponding six-dependent features (Pontual, 1986) . Thcy were thus uscd assuming that rcmoving the size effcct which is susccptiblc to Vary with the change in environmental and climatic conditions, should endow morphological fentures with a higher dcgree of tcmporal stability. This is one of the advantagcs of the technique proposcd sincc the conventional scale characters whose expression depends on environmental conditions (Reddin, 1981) have been shown to be sensitive to their fluctuations (Reddin and Short, 1986) .
The continuous nature of shape information is another factor of powerfulness. Actually, only a small number of conventional scale character are usable. Counts of circuli are used instead of measurements because of their too large associated standard deviations yielding overlap between classes (Reddin, 1982) . River zone information is useless as far as the discrimination is susceptible to involve hatchery reared smolts (Lear and Sandeman, 1980) . That is why the technique described by Reddin and Burfitt (1983) only uses two features which consist of counts of circuli in winter and summer zones in the first sea year area. Though rather efficient in continental classification, this method is obviously too discrete to give valid and reliable results when the purpose is to identify a number of specify stocks in a mixed stock fishery (Shearer, 1983; Sych, 1983) .
Jarvis' approach for scale shape analysis is based on Fourier series decomposition of hand digitized contours. Our results suggest that the computation of different types of shape descriptors may be more relevant. Actually, when Fourier coefficients arc used alone, discrimination between the involved groups may require a great number of features which is not suitable from a statistical point of view. This difficulty might be overcome by introducing a small number of shape descriptors (such as shape factors) susceptible to differcntiate bctween gross shapcs whcrcas Fourier componcnts arc used when refinemcnts to the description are required. The number of components to be employed largely depends on the sensitivity necessary to detect differences in the scale shape patterns to differentiate. But, as noticed by Bird et al. (1986) the potential powedulness of shape analysis is al1 the more obvious as variations are found in the lower harmonic frequencies which indicates differences in overall shapc. In this way, we had no a priori knoledge concerning the numbcr of harmonics needed to detect differences between the two involved populations and that is why, although twenty harmonics were extractcd as suggested by Jarvis et al. (1978) , only the first eight ones were used in the discriminant procedure since thcy were found to be sufficient to yield high level of correct classification. A limitation of the method is the difficulty to relate the shape quantification to some fundamental properties of the analysed scale. In the present study, the two involved stocks show differences in terms of compactncss and circularity. This appcars when comparing the mean values of shape factors F1 and F6 respectively which indicate that scales from Etne river are less compact and morc elongated than those from Elorn river. A morc prccisc intcrpretation is difficult bccause the physical meaning of a given numerical value taken by a jjven shape descriptor such as Fourier coefficient or invariant moment is in rnost cases somewhat unclear. hloreover, because a simple change in form docs not result in simple change in shape parameter as pointed out by Bookstein et al. (1982) , this approach cannot be used to devise an a priori mode1 of scale shape developmcnt. But, as noticed by Rohlf and Ferson (1983) , if the purpose is to find some descriptors whose variations are sufficient to distinguish between given groups, this limitation is not a real problem.
Discriminant analysis yielding estimated misclassification rate lower than 1% can be considered as very successful. This high degree of efficiency and the capability, with an appropriate image processing equipment, of rapidly examining large samples automatically suggest that numerical analysis of scale morphology could provide a useful tool for fishery management. Nevertheless, further research is needed to investigate such a promising area. From a technical point of view, the reported cxperimcnt involvcd only two stocks and performance have to be evaluated when a great number of components are mixed. It would be also quite interesting to see how the technique allocates fish independent of the data base used for the construction of the classification rule and compare the results with those given by the bootstrap estimation method. This would require to process a greater number of scales in each studied stock. Moreover, such tests may require the use of a discriminant proccdure different from that used in the present study such as for example the quadratie approach. Because it is not based on the assumption of homoscedasticity, this technique has been proposed for studies using conventional scale analysis (Reddin and Burfitt, 1983) instead of the linear discriminant analysis first used by Lear and Sandeman (1980) which gave a lower efficiency on a yet less complex data base. Finally, optimizing the feature selection procedure is an essential requirement since this step obviously conditions the performance of the resulting classification. This will be al1 the more necessary as slight differences will have to be recognized which might require to investigate the potential usefulness of a greater number of Fourier components than that used in the present work. From a biological point of view, much has to be done especially to understand the biological bases of the observed variations in scale shape as well between as within stocks. Such knowledge might be very useful to settle realistic and efficient strategies for investigation of mixed stock fisheries. Such problcms extend beyond the scope of this papcr and are discussed with thc results of a more general study on salmon stock discrimination based on scale shape analysis (Pontual and Prouzet, 1987) .
